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 Histological methods to estimate skeletal age at death, in forensic cases, are an 

alternative to the more traditional gross morphological methods. Most histological 

methods utilize counts of bone type within a given field for their estimation. The method 

presented in this paper uses the percentage area occupied by unremodeled bone to 

estimate age. The percentage area occupied by unremodeled bone is used in a linear 

regression model to predict skeletal age at death. Additionally, this method uses digital 

software to measure area rather than the traditional technique in which a gridded 

microscope is used to estimate area. The clavicle was chosen as a sample site since it 

is not a weight bearing bone and has little muscular insertion. These factors reduce the 

variation seen as a result of differences in lifestyle or activity pattern. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Historically, human skeletal age estimations have been based on gross non-

metric changes to the skeleton such as epiphyseal closure in adolescents and changes 

in the pubic symphyseal face of the pelvis, the auricular surface of the pelvis, and the 

sternal ends of the fourth rib in adults. For adults, gross changes in skeletal appearance 

are assigned a number of categories and age estimations are based on the mean age 

for each described stage. Confidence intervals for these methods increase with age, 

making age estimations of older individuals difficult. In the field of forensic anthropology, 

these gross changes are still the most commonly used indicators of skeletal age. 

However, improvements in the reliability of histological age estimations have made the 

use of microscopic techniques increasingly common. These methods can be used in 

conjunction with traditional gross methods to produce a more accurate estimation of 

skeletal age or can be used when the bones required for gross inspection are damaged 

or are not available for inspection. Singh and Gunberg (1970) demonstrated the ability 

to use histological techniques to estimate age using fragmentary remains. Additionally, 

these methods can be used when bone has been burned and gross methods cannot be 

used. Bradtmiller et al. (1984) reports that while bone shrinks when it is burned, the 

histological features remain intact, and their relationships remain such that histological 

techniques can still be used for age estimation.  

Histological skeletal age estimation techniques are based on changes seen in 

cortical bone structure at the microscopic level and are used for the determination of 

skeletal age at death. These techniques are based, in part, on the recognition of a 
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skeletal intermediary organization (IO). The IO exists at the tissue level of organization, 

between that of unassociated cells and intracellular materials and the organ level of 

bone structure (Frost, 1983). The primary functions of the IO involve growth, modeling, 

remodeling, repair, and homeostasis (Stout, 1989). Structural changes that have been 

associated with changes in age include the number of osteons and osteon fragments, 

the percentage of unremodeled bone, and the number of non-Haversian canals (Kerley, 

1965). The following definitions for structural bone type are taken from Kerley (1965). 

 Osteons. An Osteon, or Haversian system, is easily recognized in 

cross section as a vascular canal surrounded by concentric lamellae, 

which contain rather evenly spaced osteocytes in their lacunae. Around 

the entire periphery of the osteon there is a reversal line that marks the 

area where osteoclastic resorption stopped and was followed by new bone 

formation. Unless otherwise specified, osteon refers to secondary, 

remodeled bone. 

 Fragments. As osteoclasts burrow channels through Haversian 

bone, fragments of old osteons may surround the edge of the channel and 

remain after resorption ceases and replacement begins. These fragments 

increase in number with age as more and more old osteons are partly 

destroyed. In old age, virtually every complete osteon is surrounded by the 

fragments of several older ones. 

 Circumferential lamellar bone. Circumferential lamellar bone is 

composed of evenly spaced bands, or lamellae, that run parallel to each 

other around the outer part of the cortex. It appears as birefringent sheets 

in polarized light and can be distinguished by its long, parallel fibers. 

Circumferential lamellar bone is a prominent feature of childhood. 

 Non-haversian canals. All primary vascular channels, including 

those that have filled in partly with concentric lamellae to form primary 

osteones or pseudo-Haversian systems, are vascular canals that were 

formed by the inclusion of small, peripheral blood vessels into the bone by 
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the rapid expansion of the cortex in diameter. Since these canals were 

formed at the time the surrounding lamellar bone was formed, they are 

primary and represent areas of unremodeled bone. 

 
Additional histological features not described by Kerley are type 2 osteons and 

Howship’s lacunae (Ericksen, 1991). In a type 2 osteon, an episode of resorption within 

a Haversian canal of a mature osteon results in a new osteon system contained 

completely within the previous system. This produces a new osteon without an osteon 

fragment forming.  Howship’s lacunae are the resorptive bays left by osteoclasts after 

the break down existing bone.  This resorptive bay is later filled with concentric lamellae 

to form new osteons. Figure 1 illustrates the defined bone types and includes an 

example of bone which cannot be assigned a particular type due to limitations in 

viewable area. 
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Figure 1. Cortical bone structure: (1) complete osteon; (2) type 2 osteon; (3) osteon 

fragment; (4) resorptive bay; (5) non-haversian canal; (6) circumferential lamellar bone; 

and (X) osteon type which can not be described without a larger field of view.  Used with 

permission (Erickson, 1991) 

 

As bone develops initially, circumferential lamellar bone is laid down in bands 

around the shaft of the bone with the incorporation of non-Haversian vascular canals 

including those described as primary osteons. Figure 2 shows relatively young bone 

with a high percentage of lamellar bone, a clear non-haversian canal, and relatively few 

osteon systems. During growth and remodeling, osteoclasts burrow longitudinally 

through the cortex of the bone leaving resorptive bays which are then filled with 
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concentric lamellae to form complete osteons. As these osteons are later remodeled 

during the formation of new osteons, fragments of the earlier osteons remain. Figure 3 

shows bone characteristic of middle age with a reduction in amount of lamellar bone 

and an increase in the number of whole and fragmentary osteons. In extreme age, the 

amount of lamellar bone approaches zero since all lamellar bone has previously been 

remodeled and all new osteons which form replace previous whole or fragmentary 

osteons (Fig. 4). 

 

 
 

Fig. 2. 100X photomicrograph of young cross-sectional clavicle showing circumferential 

lamellar bone (A), non-haversian canal (B), and a complete osteon (C). 

A

B

C
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Figure 3. 100X photomicrograph showing reduced lamellar bone in middle age (A), 

complete osteon (B), and osteon fragment (C) 

 
Histologically, age has been assessed by evaluating the increase in numbers of 

osteons and osteon fragments over time, the reduction in the number of non-Haversian 

canals, and relative amount of lamellar bone. This study utilizes the change in 

percentage area of unremodeled bone to produce a regression model to predict skeletal 

age at death using a broad, modern sample. Unremodeled bone is defined as 

circumferential lamellar bone and non-haversian canals including primary osteons. 

Remodeled bone includes: osteons, osteon fragments, and Howship’s lacunae. 

Although not bone, Howship’s lacunae are included with the remodeled area since they 

represent the earliest phase of the remodeling process, removal of primary bone. New, 

A 

B 

C
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widely available digital imaging techniques and analysis will eliminate some of the 

previous difficulties encountered with histological methods due to microscopic field size 

and increase the accuracy of measurements for the given variables by avoiding 

estimations related to the use of gridded counting eyepieces reticules.   

 

Figure 4. 100X photomicrograph of older age bone: complete osteon (A), osteon 

fragment (B), and no lamellar bone 

 
The mid-shaft clavicle was chosen as a sample site because it is not a weight 

bearing bone and has a small amount of muscular insertion.  These features result in a 

low level of mechanical stress and it is therefore not as susceptible to different 

remodeling rates due to variable activity patterns or lifestyle (Stout et al., 1996). 

Additionally, common autopsy protocol dictates that the clavicle is cut to access the 
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thoracic cavity.  This access may result in a greater application of this technique in 

medicolegal investigations.  The fact that the site must be cut for autopsy purposes may 

also avoid unnecessary dissection which complicates the process of mortuary 

preparation. 
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CHAPTER 2 

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 

Kerley (1965) produced the first published technique to predict human skeletal 

age using cortical bone histology. In this paper, Kerley examined a combination of 

methods to quantify changes in cortical bone relative to changes in skeletal age. 

Variables explored were the percentage of lamellar bone present, number of osteons, 

number of osteon fragments, and the number of non-Haversian canals. These four 

variables were applied to cross-sections of three long bones: femur, tibia, and fibula. 

Kerley concluded the best predictor of skeletal age at death was counts of osteon 

fragments within the given microscopic field utilizing the cross section of the fibula. 

Regression analysis of the relationship between change in cortical bone and age 

resulted in the creation of a regression model for estimating age from histological 

samples. Since Kerley’s (1965) publication, numerous attempts have been made to 

revise and improve histological methods to estimate skeletal age (Ericksen, 1991, 

Kerley and Ubelaker, 1978; Singh and Gunberg, 1970; Stout and Stanley, 1991; Stout 

and Paine, 1992). Most of these studies continue to use counts of whole or partial 

osteons as the variable of choice to quantify age related change in bone. Modifications 

found in these studies have largely been confined to: choice of bone sampled, 

microscopic field size choices and regression models used to create a predictive model.  

Ahlqvist and Damsten (1969) attempted, with some success, to correlate age 

with changes in percent total osteonal bone rather than osteonal counts, sampled at the 

midshaft of the femur. This study also moved the field locations away from the linea 

aspera, potentially avoiding problems with differential remodeling due to activity 
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patterns. In evaluating Kerley’s preferred method of counting osteon fragments, they 

note that it is difficult to distinguish complete osteons from osteon fragments, and that 

the circular field used with the counting eyepiece limits the ability to distinguish bone 

types which extend beyond the field of view. It should be noted, however, that their 

sample was small (n=20) and the age distribution was biased toward older individuals 

(mean age at death of 55.45 years). The bias in the sample may be responsible for 

variation in accuracy when using this method across a broad range of ages. As noted in 

a review by Bouvier and Ubelaker (1977), age estimates are nearly twice as accurate 

within the 46-90 year group as they are in the 20-45 age group. In a review comparing 

this method utilizing osteonal area with osteon count methods, Stout and Stanley (1991) 

report that percent osteonal bone may have shown a significant age association if the 

sample used had consisted of a younger, more representative distribution of age. 

Thompson (1979) utilized a core technique from the anterior femoral and medial 

tibial cortex to estimate age. An eyepiece disc micrometer was used for measurements 

of secondary osteons and Haversian canals. These measurements resulted in 14 

histological variables which were combined with five gross measurements of cortical 

thickness, density, and mineral content to produce a number of predictive regression 

equations. Thompson stated that the best single predictor of age is area of cortical bone 

containing osteons.  

Stout and Paine (1992) developed a new method for estimating skeletal age 

using osteon counts of the mid-shaft clavicle and the sixth rib.  In an attempt to 

eliminate the problem of determining which osteons are intact enough to be counted as 

whole osteons, both whole osteons and fragments were counted and combined as a 
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variable called the osteon population density within a given area.  This total count per 

mm2 was used to create the predictive model. 

In a later test and revision of the Stout and Paine method Stout et al. (1996) 

demonstrate that while the method appears to be accurate, it looses accuracy when 

predicting ages beyond 40.  The apparent loss of accuracy is due to the fact that the 

original sample was biased toward younger individuals.  The original sample range was 

13-62 years with a mean age and standard deviation of 28.6 ±12.9 years.  Of the 40 

samples used to create the model, 70% were individuals less than 30 years of age.  

Using the same method, a revised model was produced utilizing the original sample 

combined with an additional sample of 83 individuals from a nineteenth century Swiss 

cemetery.  This revision produced a model which was more accurate over a broader 

range of ages.  However, the model may not be appropriate for modern age estimations 

since the samples used are historical and may not be representative of modern 

populations. 
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CHAPTER 3 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Clavicular samples were obtained through Texas Medical Examiner offices rather 

than from the more traditional anatomy dissection room specimens since the later tend 

to be heavily biased toward older individuals. Samples consisted of the medial third of 

the left clavicle from individuals of known age, sex, and population affinity. Samples 

were taken from individuals with no known metabolic or developmental diseases that 

could effect bone composition. Clavicles that were submitted which were too short to 

allow a section to be cut that would avoid areas of articulation or ligament insertion were 

excluded. After screening 61 submitted samples, a total of 40 clavicles were used in the 

study. The age range for this sample is 13-82 years, with a mean age and standard 

deviation of 43.3 ± 18.7 years (Fig. 5). The sexual distribution consisted of 28 males 

and 12 females. Although the distribution of sex was recorded, the samples were used 

as one data set as it has been reported that age related changes in bone composition 

are unrelated to sex (Kerley, 1965). A later test using a much larger sample (N=328) 

confirmed that there were no significant differences in percent unremodeled bone 

related to sex (Ericksen, 1991). Population affinity for the sample is primarily Hispanic 

and the distribution did not allow for differences to be evaluated between population 

groups. 
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Figure 5. Distribution of sample ages (n=40). 

 

Known ages were blindly recorded and each specimen was given a working 

number. Clavicular samples were heated in a water-bath to remove remaining soft 

tissue from dissection and rinsed in acetone to remove any remaining soft tissue 

residues. Undecalcified, 1-cm thick sections were removed lateral to the costal 

tuberosity (Fig 6).  This site avoids problems of differential remodeling related to the 

insertion of the costoclavicular ligament. Additionally, areas of strong ligament 

attachment may produce highly woven bone in which the haversian systems do not run 

parallel to the shaft of the bone making identification of structures difficult (Kerley, 

1965). These sections were vacuum embedded in polymer, cut, and ground to a final 
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thickness of 75 micrometers. Once a final thickness was achieved, specimens were 

cleaned in xylene to remove any residual debris, mounted on standard petrographic 

microscope slides, polished and coverslipped.   

 

 

Figure 6. Sample site location; Left clavicle, inferior aspect, showing sample area (A) 

and the costal tuberosity (B). 

 

Four microscopic fields were sampled for each clavicle, one at each coordinate 

point, centered between the endosteal surface and the outer periosteum (Fig. 7). Sites 

were chosen to avoid areas that were clearly atypical of the individual clavicle as a 

whole. 

Digital photomicrographs were taken using polarized light with a standard 

research microscope fitted with a 3.34 magapixel dedicated digital camera. Image field 

size for the camera at 100X was 1.40mm x 1.05mm, yielding a total viewable area of 

1.47mm2. Images were obtained at a total magnification of 40X and 100X and saved to 

a computer as JPEG images. Images photographed at 100X were used for the actual 

digital analysis. Images obtained at 40X were used as visual references to aid in the 

B A 
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determination of bone type when structures were not completely in the field of view. 

High quality photographic prints were made for both magnifications to be used as 

additional references when digitally analyzing the composition of each bone. 

 

Figure 7. Microscopic field locations for each clavicle  

 

Circumferential lamellar bone and non-haversian canals were identified and 

outlined for each digital image using Image-Pro™ digital imaging software from Media 

Cybernetics (Silver Springs, MD). Kerley (1965) gave the following instructions for 

distinguishing primary osteons, which are considered to be unremodeled bone, from 

remodeled osteonal bone. 

The secondary osteon is formed in a space left by osteoclastic 

resorption and represents internal remodeling of the bone. When viewed 

by polarized light, the primary osteon can be distinguished from the 
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secondary osteon by the lamellar bone surrounding it. The primary osteon 

has no sharp reversal or cement line around it, and the surrounding 

lamellae bend smoothly around the outer limits. In areas of strong tendon 

attachment and in youthful specimens, where the surrounding bone is of a 

coarse woven texture rather than lamellar, the junction between the 

concentric lamellae and the surrounding bone is vague and poorly 

defined. In the secondary osteon, the lamellae surrounding it run straight 

to the reversal line and stop abruptly, where they were bitten off by 

osteoclasts during the resorptive phase. 

  
To calculate area occupied by unremodeled bone, the actual numbers of pixels 

identified as unremodeled bone for the four fields of each clavicle were totaled. This 

value divided by the total number of pixels in the four images provided the average 

percentage area of unremodeled bone for each clavicle. This method allowed for the 

calculation of percentage area without having to convert the microscopic image to a 

linear measurement and avoided any potential error that may result from the 

transformation. 
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CHAPTER 4 

RESULTS 

The percentage areas of unremodeled bone for the sample ranged from 53.4% 

for an 18 year old individual to 2.2% for an individual of 69 years. Applying a best-fit 

equation line to a scatter plot of age against percent unremodeled bone displayed a 

non-linear relationship which is logarithmic in form (Fig. 8). While age is normally 

considered to be an independent variable, in this research it was placed on the y axis as 

the dependant variable. This change reflects the goal of this research which was to 

construct a model to predict unknown ages given new values for percentage 

unremodeled bone in clavicles of unidentified individuals.  
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Figure 8. Scatterplot of data with best fit logarithmic line 
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 Correlation analysis of raw variables and log base 10 transformations of each 

variable show the strongest correlation (r = -0.93) between age and log transformed 

values for percent unremodeled bone (Table 1). Linear regression of age against log 

unremodeled bone using least squares results in an age predicting equation presented 

in Table 2. Included are associated statistics needed for the evaluation of the model and 

the calculation of individual prediction intervals. A graph of the linear regression model 

is presented in Figure 9. 

 

    Age % Unremodeled Log Age Log % 
Age Pearson 

Correlation 1 -.858* .972* -.933*

  Sig. (2-tailed) . .000 .000 .000
  N 40 40 40 40
% Unremodeled Pearson 

Correlation -.858* 1 -.919* .929*

  Sig. (2-tailed) .000 . .000 .000
  N 40 40 40 40
Log Age Pearson 

Correlation .972* -.919* 1 -.927*

  Sig. (2-tailed) .000 .000 . .000
  N 40 40 40 40
Log % Pearson 

Correlation -.933* .929* -.927* 1

  Sig. (2-tailed) .000 .000 .000 .
  N 40 40 40 40

*Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 

 Table 1. Correlation matrix for raw and log-transformed data 
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Age = 98.25 – 50.25 * log % unremodeled bone 

R square = 0.871 Mean X = 1.0936 

Standard error of the estimate = 6.7985 Standard deviation for X = 0.3466 

P < 0.0000 n = 40 

 
 Table 2. Regression model for age prediction with associated statistics 
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Figure 9. Linear regression line for age against log percentage unremodeled bone  
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After reviewing plots of raw residuals (Fig. 10), three samples were identified as 

possible outliers based on standard residual values greater than 2.0 (Fig. 11). These 

and two other samples which had standard residual values close to 2.0 were 

reexamined. The samples were not removed from the model since the standard residual 

values were close to the critical 2.0 value.  More importantly, the samples appeared to 

represent normal human variation rather than unexpected values due to pathological 

causes or errors in measurement. 
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Figure 10. Scatterplot of raw residuals by age 
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Figure 11. Histogram of standard residual values 
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CHAPTER 5 

DISCUSSION 

The majority of studies which have created a model for the histological prediction 

of skeletal age report the predictive regression formula and the standard error of the 

estimate as a statistical evaluation. While the standard error is a useful tool for 

evaluating the relative strength of a model, it does not directly provide the information 

needed to state the confidence for a single predicted dependent variable given a new 

value for the independent variable. Kerley (1965) utilized a method in which the 

prediction interval at 95% confidence was given as two times the standard error of the 

estimate. Graphically, these confidence bands are parallel to the model, implying that 

the model is as reliable when evaluating extremes as it is near the mean of the X 

variable. Statistically, this method provides a confidence interval when predicting ages 

for an entire population or sample rather than the confidence interval needed when 

predicting a single new age. These predictive intervals are also useful in evaluating a 

model. The 95% confidence bands for the prediction of a population are presented for 

this model in Figure 12.  
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Figure 12. Regression formula with 95% predictive confidence bands for the population 

 

However, it is inappropriate to use the prediction interval described above when 

reporting the prediction interval for a single, new predicted value of age which is the 

primary application for histological age models. The correct method for calculating 

confidence intervals for a single predicted value of Y (age) derived from a known value 

for X (log % unremodeled bone) is presented as a formula in Table 3 with statistical 

descriptions (Giles and Klepinger, 1988). Values needed to compute the formula are 

included with the regression model. If graphed, these confidence bands diverge as 

values are calculated for the dependent variable away from the mean of the X variable. 
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The range of prediction intervals when using this method is smallest at the value for 

mean X and largest at either the minimum or maximum value for X. This method is 

difficult to graph but since it is used to construct the confidence interval for a single 

instance, the formula rather than a chart for all possible values can be used effectively.  

Table 4 presents the same formula with known values for this model inserted requiring 

only the value for log % unremodeled bone in order to calculate the prediction interval at 

95% confidence. When calculated for these data, the minimum prediction interval is 

±13.9 years at the mean value for X. The prediction interval for the minimum value of X 

is ±14.7 years and the interval for the maximum value for X is ±14.5 years. Prediction of 

ages beyond the range of the data used to create the regression formula in this 

research should be avoided. If it is necessary to use this model to make a prediction 

beyond that range, caution should be used and the exception noted. 

 
2(X - X )1 oY ± ts 1+ +Xo YX 2N (N -1)sX  

 

,
Where :

 = predicted value of Y for a given 
= sample standard error of estimate for the regression of  on 
= known individual value of 

=  mean of the sample values of 
=  variance of

X o O

YX

o

2
X

Y X
s Y X,
X X,

X X,
s  the sample values of 

=  sample size, and 
= - distribution value at the desired probability level with - 2 degrees of freedom.

X,
N
t t N

 

 
 Table 3. General formula for determining the confidence interval for a single predicted 

value of Y 
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2(Xo -1.094)Y ±13.76 1.025 +Xo 4.685    

 6.7985

 1.094
 0.1202

 40
 2.024

=

=
=

=
=

YX

2
X

s

X
s
N
t

 

 
 Table 4. Formula for calculating the 95% confidence interval for a single predicted 

value of Y using the regression model in this research 

 

Previous methods which have used the estimated area of a particular type of 

bone to predict age have relied on a 10x10 microscopic counting reticule. Squares 

within an eyepiece grid are counted that contain the appropriate type of bone. This 

count of grid fields is then translated into a percentage of the whole. When a grid square 

is not completely filled with a particular bone type, the decision to count that square is 

made by the observer when at least 50% of the square is filled. Small areas of bone 

which do not fill more than 50% of a square are ignored. With the method used in this 

research, it is now possible to outline the actual area of unremodeled bone and 

calculate the true area of the irregular shapes within any given field and compute its 

percentage of the whole field.  

Figure 13 illustrates the problem using a gridded eyepiece to estimate age when 

the numbers of osteons and osteon fragments increases. A 10 X10 grid measuring 

1mm X 1mm similar to that used by Ahlqvist and Damsten (1969) is placed over the 

image used in Figure 2. Using this grid method, the percentage of unremodeled bone is 

estimated at 15%. Utilizing the digital method presented here to measure the area of 

unremodeled bone in the same 1 mm2 filled yields a percentage area of 19.3% 

unremodeled bone. This method more accurately reflects the proportion of unremodeled 
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bone, especially in middle and older age bone. Middle and older age bone has a high 

percentage of osteonal bone and the remaining areas of lamellar bone are fragmented 

and small. 

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

 

Figure 13. Estimation of percentage unremodeled bone area using a 1mm X 1mm grid 

 

Previous studies have also been forced to adopt correction factors to account for 

variations found between different brands of microscopes and different eyepieces 

(Kerley and Ubelaker, 1978; Stout and Gehlert, 1982). The problem is especially 

pronounced when using the most common histological method, counts of features. This 

method will also avoid problems associated with the use of different microscopes and 

eyepieces since the percentage composition is based on the actual measurement of a 
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defined field and the amount of unremodeled bone contained within the field. Small 

variations in visual field size should not affect the measurement of percentage bone 

within the field. In cases of large differences in field size at the same magnification, the 

digital image may be cropped if it is larger than the size used in this research to reflect 

the appropriate field size. 

 Using the standard error of the estimate as a measure of the model, this method 

falls within the range of previous methods with a SEE of 6.7985. Kerley (1965) reported 

SEEs ranging from 5.27 years for counts of osteon fragments of the fibula to 13.85 

years for counts of femoral non-haversian systems. His SEEs for estimations using 

percentage lamellar bone ranged from 10.85 to 13.62.  Later revisions and newer 

methods have reported standard errors ranging from 6.71 to 12.21 years. 

When comparing this method to the most commonly used gross technique, the 

Suchey-Brooks pubic age system, this method appears to perform better when 

evaluating older ages. The 95% confidence range for the Suchey-Brooks method varies 

from a minimum of 8 years when describing young individuals to a maximum of 52 

years when predicting the oldest category (Table 5).  More research is needed but it 

may be that histological changes associated with age are more consistent in older ages 

than gross morphological changes and therefore provide a much more reliable model.  
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 Female (n=273) Male (n=739) 

Phase mean n S.D. 95% range mean n S.D. 95% range

I 19.4 48 2.6 15-24 18.5 105 2.1 15-23 

II 25.0 47 4.9 19-40 23.4 75 3.6 19-34 

III 30.7 44 8.1 21-53 28.7 51 6.5 21-46 

IV 38.2 39 10.9 26-70 35.2 171 9.4 23-57 

V 48.1 44 14.6 25-83 45.6 134 10.4 27-66 

VI 60.0 51 12.4 42-87 61.2 203 12.2 34-86 

 
Table 5. Descriptive statistics related to the Suchey-Brooks pubic age determination 

system (Suchey and Katz, 1998). 

 

When the required portions of the skeleton are not available for inspection or are 

damaged due to taphonomic events such as scavenging and erosion of bone, 

histological methods such as this can provide age estimations which were previously 

unavailable.  Figure 14 illustrates a typical case involving scavenging and erosion of 

bone due to the environment.  None of the skeletal elements needed for typical gross 

evaluation are present except for the auricular surface of the illium. Portions required for 

histological examination, including the clavicle as used in this study, are available and 

can be used to estimate age. 

This model is not intended to replace the existing gross morphological methods 

used to predict skeletal age at death. Rather, it is designed to compliment existing gross 

methods to produce a more accurate estimation of skeletal age at death in modern 

forensic cases.  When complete remains are available, age estimations should be 

based on more than one technique. The use of multiple methods to estimate age at 

death has been shown to offer superior results to individual methods (Lovejoy et al. 
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1985, Baccino et al. 1999).  In other aspects of forensic anthropology multiple methods 

of prediction are routinely used.  The predictions of sex and population affinity utilize 

both metric and non-metric methods with multiple portions of the skeleton in their 

predictions for unidentified remains.  This multifactorial approach should now be applied 

to the estimation of skeletal age. 

 

 

Figure 14. Scavenged and eroded remains 
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CHAPTER 6 

FUTURE RELATED RESEARCH 

There are two areas of future research which when conducted will increase the 

accuracy and applicability of this approach to estimations of skeletal age at death.  The 

first area is related to sample size.  While the sample used in this study is fairly 

representative of the population, a larger sample size should more accurately describe 

the variation found between individuals.  Including another 40 individuals should be 

sufficient to demonstrate any variation not coved by this model.  An additional 

advantage of a larger sample would be the ability to test for differences in percentage 

unremodeled bone between population groups.  Once the regression model has been 

recalculated for a larger sample, an independent test of the predictive ability for the 

model should be conducted.  A fairly large (40), representative sample should be used 

to calculate predicted ages based on histomorphology and compared to known ages to 

evaluate the accuracy of the prediction model.  Other possible research questions 

include differences between the left and right side of the body and analysis of 

interobserver error using this method.
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Sample Data 

Sample # Sex Population Age 
2 M C 44 
3 M C 54 
7 M H 56 
8 M H 31 
9 F C 56 
10 M H 20 
13 M H 41 
14 M A 45 
16 M H 13 
17 F H 34 
19 M C 39 
20 F H 28 
21 M H 82 
22 F H 50 
24 M C 68 
26 M C 49 
27 M H 69 
29 M C 62 
30 M H 42 
31 M H 21 
32 M H 43 
33 F H 18 
34 M H 54 
35 M H 33 
37 F H 21 
38 M H 51 
39 M H 29 
40 M C 20 
41 F C 81 
42 M A 60 
49 M H 27 
53 F H 53 
54 F A 30 
55 M H 28 
56 F C 33 
57 M H 29 
58 M H 19 
59 F C 79 
60 F C 68 
61 M A 52 

  
 

Population:  H=Hispanic, C=Caucasian, A=African American 
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Measurement and Transformation Data 

Age % unremodeled Log Age Log % 
44 16.4 1.643453 1.214844 
54 6.7 1.732394 0.826075 
56 7.3 1.748188 0.863323 
31 26.5 1.491362 1.423246 
56 5.2 1.748188 0.716003 
20 35.5 1.301030 1.550228 
41 22 1.612784 1.342423 
45 10.3 1.653213 1.012837 
13 39.8 1.113943 1.599883 
34 14 1.531479 1.146128 
39 14.7 1.591065 1.167317 
28 26.4 1.447158 1.421604 
82 4.4 1.913814 0.643453 
50 10.6 1.698970 1.025306 
68 5.2 1.832509 0.716003 
49 6.3 1.690196 0.799341 
69 2.2 1.838849 0.342423 
62 8 1.792392 0.903090 
42 7.4 1.623249 0.869232 
21 33.2 1.322219 1.521138 
43 14 1.633468 1.146128 
18 53.4 1.255273 1.727541 
54 9.7 1.732394 0.986772 
33 15.4 1.518514 1.187521 
21 35.9 1.322219 1.555094 
51 8.1 1.707570 0.908485 
29 27.4 1.462398 1.437751 
20 32.2 1.301030 1.507856 
81 2.4 1.908485 0.380211 
60 8.1 1.778151 0.908485 
27 21.6 1.431364 1.334454 
53 9.1 1.724276 0.959041 
30 16.4 1.477121 1.214844 
28 24.5 1.447158 1.389166 
33 19.1 1.518514 1.281033 
29 12.5 1.462398 1.096910 
19 32.3 1.278754 1.509203 
79 4.6 1.897627 0.662758 
68 4.1 1.832509 0.612784 
52 6.8 1.716003 0.832509 
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